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Outline: Membranes
• Why are membranes interesting/important?

• Lipids - amphiphilic molecules

• Micelles, bilayers, vesicles, mixtures

• Bilayer phases (crystal, gel, liquid crystalline)

• Special difficulties for simulations

• Bilayer simulations & typical systems

• Membrane proteins, transmembrane helices

• Membrane protein simulations



Importance of Membranes

• Controls transport into/from cells

• 30% of eukaryotic proteins are 
associated with membranes 
(membrane proteins, receptors)

• 50% of current drugs 
target membrane proteins

• “Without membranes you die”
(David van der Spoel, 2007)



Lipids
• Charged or strongly polar 

(zwitterionic) headgroups

• 1-2 Hydrophobic chain(s)

• Amphiphilic molecules

• Typical headgroups: 
Phosphocholine (PC)
Phosphoetanolamine (PE)

• Glycerol link to acyl chain

• Typical chains:
Palmitoyl (16 CH2 groups)



Lipid names...

• DPPC - Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-Glycero-3-phosphocholine

• DOPG - Dioleoylphosphatidylglycerol
1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (negative charge!)

• POPE - Palmitoyloleoylphosphatidyletanolamine
1-Palmitoyl-2-Oleoyl-sn-Glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine

• DPC - Dodecylphosphocholine
(single chain only, forms micelles)

• Cholesterol



Lipid conformations

• Large headgroups, single chain:
Lipids form micelles

• Higher concentration: 
hexagonal phases

• There are also inverted micelles 
and hexagonal phases

• Similar size headgroup/chains: 
Bilayers or vesicles



Bilayer phases
• Very low temperature: proper crystalline phase

• low temperature: gel phase

• room temperature: liquid crystalline phase (Lα)



Cellular membranes



A liquid crystalline bilayer



Lipid Bilayer analysis?
• Experimental techniques:

Neutron scattering 
Liquid X-ray crystallography
NMR, EPR, flourescence spectroscopy

• Average area/lipid

• Order parameters from spectroscopy

• Electron density over the bilayer

• Lipid diffusion

• Average properties -> great statistics!



Bilayer simulations
• Lipid parameters / force fields

• Topologies

• Getting initial conformations

• Simulation cell shapes

• Interaction parameters & setup

• Pressure coupling

• Center-of-mass motion



Lipid force fields

• Groups: phosphate, choline, glycerol, acyl
• Surprisingly hard to get accurate results
• Many force fields lead to lipid area & volumes 

that are 20% lower than experimental values!
• Do NOT use: Vanilla Gromacs FF, Gromos96, 

OPLS-AA/L, Amber, old Charmm FF
• Do USE: Berger lipid force field, Charmm27
• Berger is available on Gromacs site, 

Charmm27 in beta for Gromacs distributions



Lipid topologies

• No bilayer coordinates in PDB

• No standardized atom or chain names

• pdb2gmx does not work automatically

• Best option: Find existing topologies
(Gromacs site, Tieleman, Lindahl, others)

• Alternative 1: Create RTP building blocks

• Alternative 2: Hack topologies manually



Example DPPC topology
;Topology for united-atom DPPC
;Written by Erik Lindahl, version 980624
;After a gromos version by Olle Edholm

; include our own forcefield - dont use gromacs parameters!
;#include "ffDPPC.itp"

[moleculetype]
;Name       nrexcl
DPPC          3

[atoms]
;   nr    type   resnr  residu    atom    cgnr       charge    ; Chiu charges!
     1      C3N       1    DPPC     CN1       1      0.16
     2      C3N       1    DPPC     CN2       1       0.16
     3      C3N       1    DPPC     CN3       1       0.16
     4       NL       1    DPPC     NTM       1       0.26
...
    17      CH2       1    DPPC     C1B       6      -0.04
    18      CH2       1    DPPC     C1C       7       0.0
    19      CH2       1    DPPC     C1D       8       0.0
    20      CH2       1    DPPC     C1E       9       0.0 



Example DPPC topology
...
[ dihedrals ]
;  ai    aj    ak    al funct    (func=1 is normal dihedrals, 3=R-B)
    1    4    5    6   1     
    4    5    6    7   1   
...
   17   18   19   20   3 ; R-B torsions for acyl chains    
   18   19   20   21   3
...
[ system ]
; Name
DPPC membrane with 28 waters per lipid

[ molecules ]
; Compound      #mols
DPPC            64
SOL             3000

responds to dividing both frequencies and spectral densities

by a factor 0.7, resulting in a considerably better agreement.

Fig. 3!b" shows scaled simulated relaxation rates and experi-
mental 13C values for three different positions in the chain

!n.b., the scaling is only applied as an illustration for the
comparison with experimental relaxation rates—no other

data in this work has been scaled". The need for scaling
might be explained by the simulation not including all ap-

propriate relaxation processes, or by limited accuracy in the

model. Our hydrogen positions are calculated from a fixed

geometry since bond lengths are constrained and a united

atom model is used for the CH2 groups. This neglects all

bond and angle vibrations which, in principle, could increase

the relaxation rate. Any such correction should however be

small, if at all significant, since NMR is mainly sensitive to

dynamics that occurs on time scales which are several orders

of magnitude above the hydrogen bond and angle vibrations.

It is thus hard to imagine a 30% change in relaxation time

scale due to this. A more probable justification for the scaling

at high frequencies is the rate of trans/gauche isomerization

in chain dihedrals. This dynamics is extremely sensitive to

the exact value of barrier height in the dihedral potential

used. A 30% reduction of the relaxation speed only requires

a potential barrier increase of kBT ln(1/0.7)#0.9 kJ/mol. In
our opinion, the dihedral potential is not this accurately

known; the usually studied equilibrium properties only de-

pend on relative energies of the trans and gauche states, not

the height of the finite barrier. The limited accuracy is illus-

trated in Fig. 4 by comparing three popular potential forms.

A classic approach with a periodic dihedral and separate 1,4

interactions would give a barrier about 0.5 kJ/mol lower

compared to Ryckaert–Bellemans, while the recent popular

model of Kuwajima30,31 makes it almost 2 kJ/mol higher.

This higher barrier is a reasonable change since the

Ryckaert–Bellemans potential was designed for butane

molecules23 with CH3 groups in position 1 and 4. The lipid

chains instead have CH2 groups with another group attached,

which should justify a slightly higher transition barrier. This

conclusion seems to be supported by comparing experimen-

tal relaxation rates with the scaled simulated ones at different

chain positions in Fig. 3!b"; close to the headgroup !with few
dihedrals involved in the dynamics" the scaling does not
have to be as high as 30%, while the end of the chain !where
trans-gauche isomerization dominates" requires a larger cor-
rection.

Using the scaling, calculated NMR relaxation rates agree

very well with experimental results for all frequencies except

the lowest one, where the calculated rate is below the 1/!$
line. It would be tempting to disregard from this single point,

but experimental data15 for DMPC indicates the 1/!$ depen-

dence continues down to frequencies as low as 3 MHz. The

discrepancy between molecular dynamics results and the ex-

perimental points might thus persist in this region, but the

100 ns simulation length and limited system size do not al-

low for reliable results at frequencies lower than the order of

10 MHz, in addition to the lack of experimental DPPC data.

The model of Eq. !2.10" is thus a decent description of the
experimental data for a fairly narrow range of intermediate

frequencies. For low frequencies, the simulated relaxation

rates level off since the simulations do not include any

FIG. 3. !a" Calculated relaxation rates from the simulation !dashed" are
lower than the experimental points and the 1/!$ linear regression from Fig

1!b", but scaling the dynamics a factor 0.7 results in a very good agreement
!dot-dash" for all frequencies except the lowest one. !b" Experimental and
calculated carbon relaxation rates in the sn2 chain for carbon number 2

!squares, solid", number 8 !open circles, dashed", and number 15 !diamonds,
dot-dash" displayed versus Larmor frequency. Note that the points have been
scaled to be equivalent with hydrogen relaxation rates and frequencies, al-

though this plot only contains carbon values since they cover a larger fre-

quency range. The calculated relaxation dynamics is scaled with a factor 0.7.

FIG. 4. The scaling is justified by the very sensitive dependence of the

dynamics on the effective dihedral potential. The factor 0.7 corresponds to

only 0.9 kJ/mol probably below the model accuracy. The present work em-

ploys the Ryckaert–Bellemans form !solid". A symmetric cosine potential
with additional 1,4 Lennard-Jones interactions !dotted" leads to a trans-
gauche barrier that is 0.5 kJ/mol lower, while the recent Kuwajima potential

!dot-dash" makes it almost 2 kJ/mol higher.
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1,4 interactions excluded
R-B/Kuwajima torsions



United vs. all atom DPPC
• 50 vs 130 atoms per lipid

• 3x atom density in hydrophobic region

• ~9x interaction density in hydrophobic region

• Roughly 4-5x simulation speed difference



Bilayer structures

• Find pre-equilibrated conformations

• Ask authors of published papers
(works great for Gromacs topologies too)

• Use genbox & genconf to change system size

• Repeat single lipid conformation on grid, 
equilibrate for a long time in vacuo

• Repeat single lipid(s), add random rotation 
and tilts, shorter equilibration

• Simulate bilayer formation ‘the natural way’



Membrane formation



Cell shapes
• Rectangular membranes

• Easiest option when the simulation goal 
is to calculate wave-vector dependent 
properties (undulations, etc.)



Cell shapes
• Hexagonal membranes

• Maximizes periodic separation distance

• Can be viewed compact/triclinic/rectangular

Compact Triclinic
(actual periodicity)

Rectangular & whole
(default output)



Coulomb interactions

• Very large dipoles & parts with low dielectric 
screening (hydrophobic core)

• Cut-offs are bad

• Reaction-field would assume an isotropic and 
homogeneous system (not the case)

• Always use PME

• PME works fine with triclinic cells in Gromacs



Van der Waals stuff

• One reason for the difficulties in simulating 
membranes is the sensitivity to nonbonded 
Van der Waals parameters

• Small changes will affect packing of chains, 
and thus the pressure and area/lipid

• Normal cut-off or switch around 1.0nm is OK, 
but turn on long-range dispersion correction 
to get correct pressure



Pressure coupling

• Two-dimensional liquid crystals

• Bilayer should be able to deform in XY-plane

• Anisotropic pressure coupling should be 
enabled throughout production runs!

• Neat trick: Semiisotropic coupling (XY+Z)

• Berendsen coupling does not provide a true 
NPT ensemble - Parinello-Rahman is better

• Slow relaxation (10ps) to avoid oscillations



Compressibility
• Water value works fine as approximation

• Compressibility is really a 3x3 tensor
Gromacs: 3 diagonal + 3 off-diagonal elements

• Off-diagonal elements zero: 
only scale cell along the box vectors

• Off-diagonal elements same as diagonal:
Enable cell distortion/shear transformations

• You can also force the cell to distort by setting 
off-diagonal reference pressure to non-zero



Thermostats

• Polar and non-polar parts of the system are 
not always strongly coupled

• Bond constraints remove kinetic energy: 
anisotropic temperature in acyl chains!

• Use separate thermostats for water & lipids, 
and also protein(s) if present



• Center-of-mass motion of 
entire system normally 
removed in simulations

• Weak z-coupling in bilayers:

• Water moves right, lipids left

• Upper layer right, lower left

• Remove center-of-mass 
motion separately for:
water, upper layer, lower layer

Center-of-mass motion

comm_grps = upper lower SOL



Lipid diffusion

• Frequently overestimated by an order 
of magnitude due to layer c-o-m motion!

• Can be corrected after simulations too, though
vesicle tumbling or collective effects. We have derived ana-

lytical corrections for these contributions in appendix A, but

none of the alternatives produce an asymptotic 1/!! behav-

ior. The proposed frequency dependence thus seems to be a

good phenomenological model for the relatively limited fre-

quency range covered by NMR experiments "and mainly
caused by the nonexponential relaxation from chain isomer-

ization#, but it would be quite puzzling if it persists to much
lower frequencies in future measurements. In the opposite

limit of high frequencies, simulations can access much

higher regions than NMR experiments. Since the decay of

the correlation function is strongly nonexponential even at

short times, the calculated NMR relaxation rate does not ap-

proach a finite nonzero value in the limit of very high fre-

quencies. On the contrary, it continues to zero.

B. Lipid translational & reorientational diffusion

Experimentally, there is a clear discrepancy between

lipid lateral diffusion measured on short length scales with

methods like neutron scattering32 and values obtained on

longer scales using NMR33 or fluorescence techniques;34 the

long range diffusion can be an order of magnitude smaller

than the fast motions. Several authors have suggested that

this can be explained with discrete jump models for diffusion

on large scales, while the fast short scale motions are better

described as ‘‘rattling’’ in the local space available.35,36

The simulated translational diffusion coefficient can be

calculated from the slope of the mean square displacement

"MSD# versus time,

D lat! lim
t!$

1

4

d

dt
%&r" t"t0##r" t0#'

2( t0. "4.1#

Since chain isomerizations should not affect the lipid–lipid

interactions significantly, time coordinates are not scaled in

this analysis. The asymptotic region in which the MSD is

linear versus time should be reached when the lipids have

traversed distances considerably larger than the average

lipid–lipid distance of 0.75 nm in the bilayer. Figure 5 shows

the mean square displacement of the simulated system and

the linear regression that produces a diffusion coefficient of

D lat!1.2$10#7 cm 2 s#1. To further examine the contribu-

tions to diffusion on different scales of time, the inset dis-

plays one-dimensional Green’s functions for various inter-

vals. These are probability distribution functions of

displacements averaged over the x and y dimensions. For a

diffusion process covering the time )t , the Green’s function
is17

P")x #!
1

!4*D)t
exp! #

")x"2

4D)t# . "4.2#

All the curves in the inset fit this gaussian shape. The dis-

placements are scaled by !)t , which for a constant diffusion
coefficient would make the curves coalesce. The clear nar-

rowing trend in the inset thus means the diffusion is signifi-

cantly slower for longer times. On a 1 ns scale the slope of

the mean square displacement is about twice as large as the

asymptotic value, and for very short intervals the slope ap-

proaches 10#6 cm2 s#1.

This type of short-time effective ‘‘diffusion’’ agrees rea-

sonably well with results from quasielastic neutron scattering

that also probe fast local motions.32,37 Numerical values de-

pend on the temperature and type of lipid, but are usually in

the 2–5$10#7 cm2 s#1 range. The slope of the mean square

displacement in the simulation decreases continuously at

least up to 10 ns scales, which makes it impossible to

uniquely define a short-time diffusion coefficient—the

slower dynamics probed, the slower will the effective coef-

ficient of diffusion be. Essmann and Berkowitz38 have

previously reported a short-time diffusion of

D lat!3$10#7 cm2 s#1 for DPPC at 333 K using a 10 ns

simulation.

For the proper long-time diffusion, Kuo & Wade33 have

used pulsed NMR methods to measure diffusion as a func-

tion of hydration and temperature. Interpolation of their data

for DPPC at 40% hydration and 323 K results in

D lat+0.95$10#7 cm2 s#1, while Vaz et al. measure

D lat+1.25$10#7 cm2 s#1 for DPPC at 323 K using fluores-

cence recovery after photobleaching.39 The jump-diffusion

model of Pace & Chan35 predicts D+1.5$10#7 cm2 s#1 for

two chain lipids at this temperature for a jump success ratio

of 50%. The long-range value D lat!1.2$10#7 cm2 s#1 from

our simulation seems to be fairly consistent with these re-

sults, but great caution should be applied in extrapolating the

results of the 32 lipids in each layer to the 100 nm scales

probed by the experiments. Although the values seem con-

sistent, it is far from certain that the small periodic system

really is reproducing macroscopic dynamics. Sonnleitner and

co-workers have for instance reported a higher

D lat!2.1$10#7 cm2 s#1, using new single-molecule fluores-

cence measurements which probe only slightly shorter scales

of length compared to recovery after photobleaching,40

although their result is for a mixture of different lipids at

296 K.

FIG. 5. Center-of-mass mean square displacement of the lipids "solid# and
the linear regression "dashed#. The inset shows probability distributions of
one-dimensional displacements, i.e., diffusion propagators, for motions over

10 ps "solid black#, 200 ps "dashed black#, 1 ns "dot-dash black#, 10 ns "solid
gray#, and 75 ns "dashed gray#. The curves have been scaled to compensate
for the different time scales. The shapes are perfectly Gaussian, which

shows there is real diffusion of lipids already from 10 ps, but the narrowing

indicates the diffusion coefficient decreases on longer scales of time. Below

about 5 ns, the slope gradually becomes steeper, probably due to faster

rattling in the local space.
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10 ns 100 ns MSD (10x slower than H2O)



Electron density
• g_density 

You need to provide electrons.dat with 
number of electrons/atom, see -h flag.

!.". Composition & Structure !"
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Figure 4.2. The electron density extracted from a simulation of a #! dppc lipid bilayer
agrees very well with the density calculated from the experimental form factors determined
by Nagle et al. using liquid crystallography [$$] (the smooth curve), The simulation data
reproduces the experimental peak-to-peak spacing of 3.6 nm accurately. In a larger system,
the long scale undulations would reduce the resolution significantly by averaging the data.

observations; the electron densities from X-ray di%raction and nmr order parameters pro-
vide rather stringent tests for dppc bilayers. Since the present simulations reproduce these
properties accurately (as illustrated in Figs. !.& and !.'), we have fair reason to believe that
also the results not available from experiments should be reasonably correct.

4.1.2 Molecular Area & Surface Tension

The forces keeping a bilayer together are quite complex and a delicate balance between
attraction and repulsion in di%erent parts of the system. At extremely small concentrations
even surfactants like lipids are separately soluble in water, but already at moderately small
volume fractions they will aggregate and form some kind of interface, for example a bilayer
as shown in Fig. !.". Unless suspended, bilayers in solution normally exist in the form of
vesicles, spherical structures that can have radii as small as "( nm. Depending on the type
of lipid and temperature, the attractive and repulsive forces in the di%erent parts of the
system might not balance, and then the molecules would instead form micelles or some
kind of hexagonal phase ["(!]. As the number of lipids is increased, more and more will
go to the surface and the area per molecule, A, in the interface will decrease. This packing
cannot continue indefinitely, though, and in practice there will exist a state of lowest free
energy at some certain area per molecule, A0. The system will keep adding lipids to the
interface, decreasing the area per lipid, until this minimum value is approached. Beyond
this, the molecules will maintain their packing density and the extra lipids will instead be
accommodated by creating more interface, e.g. by increasing the vesicle size or bending
the surface. The equilibrium state is referred to as a saturated membrane. Even when this



Order parameters
• g_order (requires index file with i-1, i+1)

!" Chapter !. Membranes

Carbon atom
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Figure 4.3. Order parameters for the C–H vectors (experimentally C–D) in the lipid
chains of dppc (left) and an illustration of a bond vector in the lipid chain (right). A value
of SCD = -#.$ means this bond vector is completely parallel to the bilayer plane, while
SCD = +% is achieved for vectors perpendicular to the bilayer. The solid line and error bars
denote simulation data from Ref. [%#&] while the circles are the experimental results of Seelig
& Seelig ['(]. The shape of the curve implies that the lipid chains are relatively well aligned
close to the headgroups, but become much more disordered and flexible as the center of the
bilayer is approached.

structure has equilibrated it will not be closely packed. The lipids exhibit large fluctuations
and motions, and in the center of the bilayer their conformations remind more of a pure
liquid hydrocarbon than of biological molecules. This random structure is confirmed both
by computer simulations and the experimental order parameters in Fig. !.& which almost
vanish at the end of the chain.

If we study the variation of the free energy with the area per molecule, this equilibrium
area density of a bilayer is defined from [%#$]

=
!

!F
!A

"

= 0, (!.&)

when the normal pressure and temperature are kept constant. If we force the system to
a higher or lower area per molecule than the equilibrium value A0 it is said to be subject
to a nonzero surface tension . Since the first derivative per definition disappears at the
minimum from Eq. !.&, the free energy penalty for changing the area by compression or
expansion is approximately given by

F ! 1
2

F !!(A0) (A " A0)2 . (!.!)

i-1

i+1

i
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3
!
cos2 !

"
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Undulations

• Assign lipid z-coordinates to a grid
• Perform 2D Fourier transforms
• Plot amplitides vs. wave vector magnitude



Example: cholesterol

(Cells can control membrane stiffness with cholesterol)



Undulations
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Membrane proteins
• Prepare structure

without membrane
• Solvate protein in bilayer,

e.g. with genbox
• Add solvent water
• Freeze protein for relaxation

• Avoid water entering between
lipids and protein by restraining
the water z coordinates

freezegrps = protein
freezedim = y y y



Water restraints
• Open the topology in a text file, and after the 

water #include line add
; Position restraint for each water oxygen
[ position_restraints ]
;  i funct       fcx        fcy        fcz
   1    1         0          0         1000

• Waters are free in XY-plane, but z-restrained

• Works for lipids too in really bad system

• Equlibrate lipids ~10ns, then water too

• If water enters the membrane, remove it

• Multiple equilibration cycles can be necessary



Mixed lipid & protein FFs

• Berger force field does not include proteins
However: Based on OPLS, so it mixes nicely 
with OPLS-AA/L (all-atom) for proteins!

• Charmm27 OK too (but 4-5x more expensive)

• Pure Gromos96, OPLS-AA/L, Amber, etc: 
constrain cell dimensions for reasonable lipid 
density & area - can still be OK if lipids are 
mainly passive solvent for your protein



United vs. All-atom - 1

• The Berger force field performs equally well, 
if not better, compared to Charmm27

• Hydrogens on chains only have low charge
No net charge - extremely weak dipoles!

• In principle the weak dipoles could aid the 
solvation of polar/charged groups

• However, in practice the Berger force field 
mixed with OPLS-AA reproduce these 
experimental values very well too!



Bilayer solvation
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If anything, the
solvation cost
is slightly low
compared to
in vivo values!



United vs. All-atom - 2

• Nothing wrong with all-atom force fields
• For proteins in water the difference is 

negligible
• But not for membranes - significant 

performace boost with united atom model
• “Proof is in the pudding”
• Hard to justify 4x increased cost without any 

indication the results would be better
• Sampling still worse issue than FF details!



Summary
• Easier than proteins: 256-1024 lipids provide 

way better statistics

• Harder than proteins: Quite sensitive to force 
field details, less work done

• Very slow processes (>100ns)

• Interesting non-equilibrium biology: ion 
transport, insertion, vesicle formation, etc.

• Membranes scale great (>1000 CPUs in CVS)


